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Buddhism And Teenager Education
Toward Healthy Living
Le Khac Hieu

BACKGROUND

Along with the economic development, openness and integration with
the world, the material life of many Vietnamese families in particular
and the whole societies of the developing countries in general have been
improved.(1). That”s something no one can deny. Particularly in Vietnam.
besides the material is fully adequate, the moral and ethics have appeared
many negative phenomena in society. The most disturbing thing is those
problems have penetrated more quickly in young people.(2).The noisy
scene sounds with gunshots ceaselessly, the shrill brandishing swords
and the agonized screams from the video games venues where dozens
of teenagers gathered and scattered are some adults. Because of the
gambling brain, many criminal offenses occurs such as murdering family
members for not giving money to play games or from an offensive word

1.www.caicachhanhchinh.gov.vn/.../Chien%20luoc%20phat%20trien%20
KTXH%202011-2020
2.http://docs.4share.vn/docs/14097/Thuc_trang_dao_duc_trong_xa_hoi_Viet_
Nam_ngay_nay.html
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that heart-breaking family tragedy happened upsetting the public.(3).In
this world no one can really imagine the heartbreaking adversities that
the perpetrators are plight teenagers who are hunger for success.
The reason is the video games !
Then again on the occasion of Têt, the Lunar New year festival.
Some places within Vietnam like West Highland, Hue, Hanoi, Phuc Tho,
Ham Yên where the famous bullfighting festival takes place the activity
that has gone into the folk poetry” Remember the seventh day of the
Lunar New year of bullfighting.”(4) Tens of thousands of people shouted
excitedly in the bloody scene of the defeated buffalo. People cheer for a
life-and-death match. The innocent kids whose minds as the white paper
were spoiled by adult entertainment. The children were imperceptibly
taught a lesson about violence and honoring violence !
Some praised for it as the nation”s cultural quintessence !
How more pathetic it is for the buffalo! in the buffalo-stabbing
festival, one of the popular customs of ethnic minorities in Central
Highlands of VietNam to celebrate a victory, a new communal house,
a good harvest or a familial meeting(5). Ordinarily, buffalo is tied to a
pole. In the gong sounds, with shields and swords in hand, the youngsters
dance around joyfully. Anyone who kills a buffalo by only one stab in its
heart will receive numberless shouts of encouragement. The poor animal
blood flows profusely, and it slowly knelt down and breathed his last
breath before the bewildering eyes of dozens of kids ! Perhaps besides,
participants of the festival no one must have
been upset about it
It is also called the martial spirit !
Nowadays young adolescents feel tired and pressure from competing
3..http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2061983/Teenage-video-gameplayers-brains-like-gambling-addicts.html.(Teenage video game players have brains”
like gambling addicts” by Tamara Cohen)
4. http://www.vietnamplus.vn/soi-dong-le-hoi-choi-trau-dau-tien-giua-long-thudo-ha-noi/245199.vnp
5..http://www.ojo.vn/cam-nang-cuoc-song/cac-ngay-le-ngay-hoi-lon-tai-vietnam/lich-su-va-y-nghia-le-hoi-dham-trau-tay-nguyen-thang-3-am-lich
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and consumption and desire to seek a different lifestyle for themselves.
Modern life has forced young people to change to dynamic, more
suited to the new trend that society requires. However, the current
generation of children who live too indifferently and emotionlessly has
forced people to recognize the behavior of a small section of young
generation.(6)
In the context of the Teen who is the mainstay of the Nation; therefore,
Buddhism should not be standing on the sidelines of the moral degradation
of the youth nowadays in school as well as in society.
So What will Buddhism do? What should they contribute to the
development of a healthy lifestyle for Vietnamese teenagers in particular
and the world in general in the transference of unwholesome thoughts
embedding deeply day after day in the youth”s mind by the dangerously
objective impacts of the social implications of a material civilization
today.(7)
It is the theme of my lecture in this symposium of the Vesak today:
“Buddhism and Teenager education toward healthy living”
CURRENT SITUATION:

To take a snapshot of Teen world it is better to note the following issues:
1. Definition of Teenage.(8)
Adolescence, Teenage, the Teen or “Apricot age” as it is also called
(in Viet Nam) is a fresh transitional period of physical and mental in the
human development occurring between stages children and adult. This
transition involves biological (eg, puberty), social and psychological
changes although changes in biology and psychology are the most
visible. Historically, puberty is often associated with teenage (13-19
year of age).
(Another definition in Viet Nam.) Teenage is “9X generation” it is a
6..http://tuoitrevietnam2012.blogspot.com/2013/04/van-hoa-ung-xu-trong-gioitre-hien-nay.html
7. http://www.chuahoangphap.com.vn/news.php?id=594
8.. http://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thanh_thieu-nien.
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group of people who grew up with economic development, information
technology, and with the Vietnamese open door policy to the world. They
have been described as progressive and rebellious generations. They are
more self-confident than the previous, ready to pursue what they want,
use foreign language better, and technology, particularly the internet is
an important part of their lives, besides, they are willing to deny the style
existing traditions, ignoring the value of the elders”, listening to western
music, imitating lifestyle and fashion abroad Because of the above criteria,
they are known as people who have the qualities of global citizens in
the flat world and are much mentioned by public opinions in their social
behavior... “ the end of adolescence and the beginning of adulthood varies
country to country and in every culture around the world (9).
2. Psychological natures of teens (10)
Teens need privacy
l
Teens need parents to listen: they want to say everything with
their parents but did not want to hear the words of their nagging. “
(Keegan,13 shares).
l
Teens like dating even if their parents ban them to love soon.
Sympathy will make them ready to share and through that parents can
help their children get the best choice and serious decisions in any of
their relationship.
l
Teens like talking about Sex and the Sex feats and share with
their friends as idle talks about the sexual knowledge that they have
experienced.(11)
l
Teens are not generally excellent at all subjects of study.” Some
nights he/she does not have a school spirit at all.”
l
Teen is sometimes ashamed of his/her parents” occupation when
comparing with their friends.
l
Teens are not happy when parents are not fair and reasonable
among the kids in family.
l

9. http://m.ub.com.vn/threads/tuoi-teen-ky-vong-hay-that-vong.12504/thế hệ 9X
10.
http://doisong.vnexpress.net/tin-tuc/gia-dinh/hieu-dung-tam-ly-con-tuoiteen-2900828.html.
11. http://mxat.vn/index.php/tu-i-teen/bac-s-tam-ly/2420-teen-noi-v-sex-nhi-uhon-trong-nh-ng-cau-chuy-n-phi-m
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Teens are frustrated when parents bring about pressure with age.
l
Teens are desired to be trusted by their parents (12)
l
Teens like to use their own language to communicate when
chatting online, to exchange information with each other to avoid the
control of the adults, then they use it as a kind of cipher for alarm to PAW
(Parents are watching) (13)
l

3. Teens” Faults (14)
Teenagers always make errors for the following causes:
l
Relying too much on their parents.
l
Having erratic characters.
l
impromptu working manner.
l
Being always extroverted persons with snobbish and extravagant
attitudes.
l
Love and live frenetically and separate quickly.
l
Having no right knowledge on Sex and gender.(15)
l

Awareness of sexual issues in adolescent pregnancies are not easy.
Sometimes we still see elsewhere teen”s  notions of sex and pregnancy
very naïve.
4. The lack of Teen: (16)
Teenagers live this era often get incomplete knowledge or their living
personality. Teens generally have the following flaws:
Deficiencies in education:
Not paying much intention on ethical principles or disregarding
the civic”s duties and the knowledge of nation as History, Geography,
Literature etc…
l
Not being able to think about the problems relating to psychol

12.Kim Kim ( to Woman”s Day)
13. http://vanhoaphatgiaoblog.com/van-hoa/chat-chuyen-thoi-su.html. (Tạp chí
Văn Hóa Phật Giáo số 112). Nguyên Hồng.
14..(http://www.daophatngaynay.com/vn/tin-tuc/trong-nuoc/13440-dac-lac-ttthich-nhat-tu-va-phap-thoai-nhung-sai-lam-tuoi-teen.html.
15..http://mxat.vn/index.php/tu-i-teen/bac-s-tam-ly/2143-tu-i-teen-va-cac-quanni-m-sai-l-m-v-tinh-d-c.
16. http://phapluanonline/
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physiological status of themselves; therefore disorientating when
stepping into the world without healthy motivation; extroverted lives,
absorbing unwholesome culture leading to negative direction.
Deficiencies in personal morality:
Unaware of the role of civil in society and not being quick in
distinguishing between rights or wrongs in personal experience.
l
There are uncultured pleasures of their age.
l
Lack of empathy for the suffering of fellow human beings, so also
is the lack of awareness of the reality of life, not being able to understand
all of the meaningful cores of survival aspirations
l

Defeciencies in the family:
Lacking in parental care in the family to educate their children
about the moral sense and their parents have not set up good examples
for them jet.
l
Most teens disagree about their parents” lifestyle and their
imposition of education as not to understand their kids thoroughly..
l

Defects in society:
Lacking in strict law, lax sanctions that led to moral degradation
of society.
l
Lacking in awareness of social psychological factors influence to
physical and psychological body.
l

Defective religious concepts:
Young people have no religious faith.
l
Do not understand the effect of religion in moral life.
l7 Religious activities of the temple is not attracting young people.
l

5. Teen “s illnesses
Teen often suffers from headaches (17)
Headache is due to stress, he/she will feel like there is a pressure
tightly to his/her head, blood vessels in the temples throb drastically,
17. http://mxat.vn/index.php/tu-i-teen/bac-s-tam-ly/2419-dau-d-u-l-a-tu-i-thanhthiu-nien
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sometimes pain spreads to the forehead. These types of headaches are
usually not feeling nauseous.
Psychological illnesses: (Delusions & Depression )
Getting into the teenage is the challenging period. Many young
people choose to rebel to deal with the pressure from friends, school
work, parental expectations and social norms. The following 10 signs are
the markers for adolescents with depression. (18)
a. Feeling angry most of the time:
Teenagers just learn to grapple with a wide range of human emotions.
So, expressing his anger by yelling, banging or something similar.
b. Feeling useless or worthless:
This is a sign that the child is looking forward to the dark world of
depression.
c. Feeling sad for no reason:
It”s time for parents to spend more time helping children learn and
overcome it.
d. Changing in sleeping habits:
Children often sleep too much or sleep too little. Parents need to be
vigilant and monitor children carefully.
e. Becoming appetite.
Some young people deal with depression and stress by eating too
much.
Loss of interest in work and hobbies
The kids just sit without expressing any interest in activities they used
to enjoy before, it proves something is troubling them.
f. Always feeling tired.
Observe their friends to see and compare signs of fatigue at all times
as your children ? This may be a warning bell !
18. http://www.helpguide.org/mental/depression_teen_teenagers.htm.
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g. Having hostility towards parents and society.
Excessive hostility or rebellion may be a strategy dealing with their
depression.
h. Like to be alone:
Every child loves to be generally respectful of privacy. But if your
child has distanced himself from friends and family, it is a sign that they
are in need of help.
j. Being obsessed with suicide or death.
If the conversation revolves around the child”s feelings of death or
suicide, do not defy this but act quickly. (19)
Psychological stress that patients of depression experience can
adversely impact the depreciation in the human body and cause the aging
process takes place much faster than normal. (20)
This finding may explain why depressed people often encounter
health problems much more.Josine Verhoeven, a researcher at the Free
University of Amsterdam said” to minimize the impact of depressive
symptoms to aging and health, every person should exercise regularly,
have scientific eating habits, not smoking, healthy lifestyle.(21)
BUDDHISM AND TEENAGE:

1. General:
Buddhism is facing serious missions, the conditions of scientific and
technical, economic achievements and social knowledge are placing the
human into a spiral of greed and delusion at higher levels and more
subtle. The mission was how to propagandize Buddhist teachings to

19.. http://www.magforwomen.com/ways-to-keep-your-relationship-fresh-andfun/(HẰNG NGUYỄN
20..http://vnexpress.net/tin-tuc/khoa-hoc/nguoi-tram-cam-lao-hoa-nhanhhon-909344.html.)
21. http://www.khoahoc.com.vn/doisong/yhoc/suc-khoe/50273_nguoi-tram-camlao-hoa-nhanh-hon.aspx
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young people who are going to get into the world (22). Equipping them with
Buddhist thoughts is to provide them with skillful means to combine not
only the development of the worldly knowledge but also the flourishing
of moral spirit to reach peace, and disentanglement.(23).
Ethical and spiritual Education for youth are the strength of
Buddhism. Ethics and Spirituality are two important components of
every person and of society as a whole not only aims at luring them
into four walls of the temple, insulating them from a nightclub, a
snack-bar, the tempting and depraved environments. Buddhism helps
people not run after daily bustling mind and the Buddhist solutions
offer the man the way how to control his/her behavior at anytime
and anywhere. However, the bases of Buddhist education are still
practicing moral, developing level of spiritual awareness, and learning
through the traditional scriptures, The Tipitaka which is an immense
treasure of knowledge. It is necessary to establish a safe space, and
mobility. Safe space that is bodhichitta. Mobility, which is the seat of
numerous bodhisattvas.
Disseminating Buddhism to the young means to direct them to
confront the reality of survival. This is to set up to their bodhicitta on
which they themselves set path, self- defining the real value for their
lives. The youth need wide-open mind and not confine themselves to a
narrow social space so as to be able to have more foresight, beyond the
stereotypes and closing traditions of the society they are living. Youth
need to be educated to always be in position ready to go. No Residence
spirit is the liberality, not being tied to any traditional values. Youth need
to learn to live with the spirit of liberal and tolerance, They accurately
evaluate the value the civilization of mankind, and themselves choose
the appropriate direction.(24).
The Youth learn Buddhism do not aim at becoming a Buddhist
22.
http://linhsonphatgiao.com/12/3/2014/de-ngoi-chua-tro-nen-hap-dan-honvoi-gioi-tre.html
23. http://www.chuahoakhanh.com/component/content/article/94-giao-dc/529gd-o-c-pg-gop-phn-gii-quyt-cac-vn-nn -ca-tui-tr-hin-nay).
24.
http://phapluan.vn/chuyen-de/phat-giao/giao-duc/272-suy-nghi-ve-huonggiao-duc-dao-phat-cho-tuoi-tre Tuệ Sỹ
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Researcher but learning Buddhism is to practice themselves sharp
thinking ability, flexible in order to be able to look directly into the
nature of life. So, learning Dharma never hinder secular education.
Knowledge of Buddhism does not conflict with secular knowledge.
Applying Psychological Religion in schools for children to understand
how “ compassion “ or “humane “ is to gradually form in youth”s
mind a sense of moral and life values. Through short-term summer
training courses for the Youth at the monastery. The Teenagers know
how to obey the Buddha”s teachings as “ Do good, avoid evil, how to
show merciful to fellow-creatures, protect others” lives as their own
lives; therefore their brains will be sown in the fresh seeds and quickly
bloom good results.
With Enlightening ethics, Buddhism contribute to solve the
problems of today”s youth. The popularization programs of Buddhist
ethics education for young people is one of the fundamental solutions
to solve the problems of the current youth. When listening to the
Buddhist Dharma talks imbruing with the spirit of compassion and
sacrifice, their soul becomes more pure and wholesome seeds which
calculated that Buddhism has instilled in them will germinate and
bloom fruit. Thanks to keep the five precepts which will help young
children into decent, dignified life, respected by everyone. Limitations
of greed, hatred and delusion they will increasingly be loved more
and their future is wide-open. They do the goods voluntarily and,
shunning the bad, without the control or supervisions of school or
their parents(25)
Buddhism with the spirit of entering the world can not stand outside
but joining hands to solve the problem. Most Venerable Thich Pho Tue
said: “ We should join hands with the society to solve that twinging
problem, including issues of the degeneration of youth. Shoots that are
ruined we do not have a bright future” (26).
2. Basis of Buddhist Education:
25. http://www.chuahoakhanh.com/component/content/article/94-giao-dc/529gd-o-c-pg-gop-phn-gii-quyt-cac-vn-nn-ca-tui-tr-hin-nay.
26. http://Phattuvietnam.net
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On the basis of four basic conceptual fields that the Buddha taught in
Buddhist Angutara Nikàya (27):
l Setting up the uplifting ideal, consolidating faith in moral values,
liberating themselves through the Buddha”s personality, the Dharma and
through the Sangha community.
l Establishing the principle of living with five or ten precepts.
Thereby, educating standards of behavior and verbalism, then improving
their spiritual life, moral psychology.
l Building up harmonious relationships as relationships between
parents, children, spouses, brothers, friends, teachers, paternalism, group,
society, country, humanity, nature in general let them have the ability to
live in harmony with people and the world around them.
l Developing understanding, self-consciousness to overcome
the rule of instincts: greed, anger, laziness, spontaneity, skepticism.
Establishing a stable mind, calm, self-control and wise.
These above items should be paid attention in forming the activities
among the youth. They are to be discussed among the Buddhist
authorities; The educationists, The government (if possible) and all
the one that are interested in the outlook of the Youth. In a story
from Anguttara Nikàya through experienced episodes “Buddha met
Kasi, a experienced person on horse training” The Buddha asked him
about methods ”It is a step by step training process” he said. “ This
method is the same as we described the sea: “ As the depth of the sea,
upon sequential prose, deep down sequentially, and no suddenness
like a chasm. The education and training must be step by step, the
path is sequential, may not have the right knowledge suddenly enter
(28)
. “Youth need to learn how to adapt “ there is flexibility method and
there is also tough method and sometimes the two methods are bound
to use in training.(29)
27. http://ngoinhaphatphap.net/Kinh Tăng Chi Bộ (Anguttara Nikàya chapter 4
Dhamma)
28.. (Udana.V.3 )
29.. http://spunno.wordpress.com/2013/06/18/cach-giao-duc-de-tu-cua-duc-phat/
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3. Healthy life style:
a. Definitions: Life Style is the typical points which are repeated
regularly to form the style and habits of life of an individual”s life, of
social groups, ethnic groups, or of the whole culture. A lifestyle often
reflects personal attitudes, values or worldview of that individual.
Lifestyle may include views on politics, religion, health, sex, intimacy,
ethics, and more.
b. The lifestyle format:
Some lifestyles are known today as:
Joneses lifestyle (imitating) of newly grown-up youth
l
Aberration lifestyle (disturbing) of some young parts
l
The term “Western lifestyle” (used in Vietnam) as: rebellious
lifestyle, on-trial lifestyle, flashy lifestyle, industrial lifestyle etc… that
are prompted several times in the contrary to the nation”s traditional way
of life according to oriental style and are often said to be the reverse side
that are unhealthy and negative with some phenomena such as chasing
the value for money, material wealth of the West etc….
l

c. The criteria:
Health: includes hygiene, fitness, sports, and dietary of a
moderate lifestyle.
l
Habitat:
l

Natural Environment: pure air, clean water, clean homes, clean streets
will have great influences.
Social Environment: includes an individual”s living and working
conditions, income level, educational background, community and any
religious beliefs (if any)
Communications: Technology and media diversity have greatly
changed the people”s life in society. They have both positive and negative
impacts in daily life.(30)
d. Practising healthy lifestyle:
l

30.. (http://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lối_sống)
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Healthy diet: Balance diet and nutrition play important role for
both physical and mental life.
l
Adequate sleep: A good sleep which helps the body get enough
restand completely relaxed.
l
Drinking enough water: Make it a habit of drinking at least 8
glasses of water per day to make body always healthy.
l
Saying “no” to fast food and processed food is also a  secret to
a healthy lifestyle.
l
Having healthy relationships: romote the good relationships
among family, friends or colleagues.
l
Practicing sports is an integral part of life to ensure healthy life
style.
l
Deep breathing: Oxygen plays a very important role for all body
cells, especially brain cells.
l
Pursuing hobbies: will make you busy. This is an effective
way to reduce stress.
l
Being Happy: Happy people live longer. Meeting new friends,
spending more time with family or looking for useful activities that made
you feel happy, energetic and full of energy.
l
Abandoning the bad habits: as smoking and drinking will affect
our health directly or indirectly..
l
Having positive attitude: let”s keep a positive attitude and look
at the life in the positive prism.
l
Applying self-discipline: It is considered as a part of education,
it is an essential part that Buddhist education refers to training people,
especially for young people. If discipline is not set, up then they,
the young adult will have deviant personality and will be sometimes
antisocial. The environment has a great influence on the formation of a
human personality (31).
l

According to Diana Winston “… Through a lot of difficulties…she
was driven by the pursuit of her goal: “enlightenment”. She suggested
the following things for teens:
1. Discovering truth in a world of hype.
31. http://dantri.com.vn/suc-khoe/hoc-cach-song-lanh-manh-780826.htm
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2. Finding peace amid the ups and downs of life.
3. Accepting Ourselves.
4. Working with strong emotional states.
5. Knowing How to meditate.
6. Dealing with temptation and behave properly with sex and drug use.
7. Developing voluntary mind, fighting for peace and Protecting the
environment.
8. Having a sense of self-discipline (32)
Achievable targets:
From the basic conceptual fields in Anguttara Nikàya (Chapter
4 Dharma). The following results which are considered to be the real
contributions of Buddhism in educating teenagers, the mainstay or the
potentiality of the nation in both quality and quantity as well. They are:
1. Enabling to adjust Teen”s behavior.
2. It helps Teens form the ideal in everyday life and live for his faith.
3. Arousing the pride of Teenage”s enthusiasm.
4. Stimulating their creative passion and flourishing good deeds in life.
5. Living harmoniously, self-aware, self-discipline, self-respect and
have more responsible for themselves.
6. Teen”s spiritual qualities are more and more sophisticated.
7. Diminishing the social evils of Teens in society.
8. Preserving the environment efficiently.
9. Teens understand that “Money does not bring happiness “.
10. Getting to know the value of life through famous saying “Do not
require what the country has done for you but ask what you are going to
do for your country”.(J.F.Kennedy).(33)
CONCLUSION
In Brief the support and contribution of religion should be paid attention
not only to educate the followers in general but also to prevent crimes
in adolescents in particular. Each religion has its own moral and ethical
32.http://www.amazon.com/Wide-Awake-Buddhist-Guide-Teens.(p.139.A
Buddhist guide for teens)
33..http://ngoinhaphatphap.net/.
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systems to prevent and to lessen social evils. “Religion influences not
only national morality but also the value of human good inclination ”
proclaimed a Chinese Scholar, the national expert studied the Japanese
Economy (2006 ). Religion is considered not only to be the leading
problem in setting up national order but also to form individual personality
to prevent inhuman and immoral acts in society and to reduce social vices
especially in adolescents nowadays. In some state religion countries of
Theravada Buddhism the inclinnation to the good and ethics training
for youth are clearly seen through short-term cultivated training summer
courses in some Buddhist temples. They prepare young people for
life well.(34) Belief has always had the power to prevent arising evil
intangible concepts. People of any age (young or old, boy or girl) that
go to pagodas will realize obvious benefits to itself, such as living in a
pure environment, listening to the sermons, or learning from the Buddhist
monks the way how to behave in life, how to create love, and how to
restrict anger etc.... “ visiting the Buddhist temples as a way to relieve
stress, to see his/her mind more serene”.(35)In the Dhammapada Verse
there are several instances to show that the Buddha not only preached to
the intelligentsia and elderly folk, but also taught children in their own
language” Dhammapada verse 54th “The scent of flowers cannot go
against the wind; only the reputation of good people can go against
the wind. The reputation of the virtuous ones (sappurisa) is wafted
abroad in all directions” (36). If you know how to promote the source of
Buddhist teachings and help them keep the roots in mind, we are not afraid
to lose anything at all.(37). Paying attention towards teenager education for
gaining young people of good quality, beautiful living ideal, having a
sense of traditionally cultural values and its ability to build a happy life
for themselves. That is how to preserve national life-sustaining element.
It is also a meaningful way, with such a slogan “ Protect National
Security, reassuring people” of Vietnam Buddhism.
34. http://phatgiaonguyenthuy.com/tintuc/khoatuxuatgiagieoduyen/
35.http://linhsonphatgiao.com/12/3/2014/de-ngoi-chua-tro-nen-hap-dan-hon-voigioi-tre.html.
36. Chapter IV (thikephapcukinh).p36. Translator.Tinh Minh)
37.http://nguoiphattu.com/?id/37037/ht-thich-bao-nghiem-vi-bac-si-tuong-chihuyen-bi-chet-oan-2-lan

